
Coexistence manual. 
  

This reglament is applicable to our workers, speakers, teachers, scientifics,          

volunteers and any other visit. The objective of this rules is to ease the              

coexistence of the Huilo Huilo Foundation’s house, because this is not a place             

to stay only, also is a place of work and the office of Huilo Huilo Foundation. 

 

Your only presence in the Huilo Huilo Foundation’s house implies consent to            

this rules. 

 

1. Huilo Huilo Foundation (HHF hereinafter) will assign unilaterally the         

bedrooms  

  

2. HHF will keep clean the common spaces, but each hosted should keep            

his bedroom clean and neat, also the guests should wash and save the             

service that he use. 

  

3. Along you stay in with HHF is strictly forbidden drink alcohol or consume             

recreational drugs, You can't celebrate parties or social meetings. Any          

meeting of this kind will be organised by HHF and the administration. 

  

4. Can not spend the night people who do not have permission of the             

administration. If a hosted want to invite someone must have the           

authorization of the administration, in which case we will charge          

accommodation at market price. 

  

5. For security reasons you can not smoke inside the guest’s house. 

  

6. The cloth of each hosted must be hang and save only in the assigned              

space. 

 

7. Radio and Television could be used but in a moderate volume so it             

doesn't bother to other hostess or the neighbors. 

  



8. The common spaces of the HHF’s house are open to all the hostess. The              

bedrooms are divide for men and women, and all the rest of the house              

are shared with the other hostess so each must be clean and neat. 

HHF will do a weekly cleaning of the common spaces of the house and of               

the empty bedrooms. 

  

9. Each bedroom have his own key and each hoste is responsible of his             

belongings and those of his partner. 

  

10.In case you broke something, It must be repair or replace in at least one               

week ( services or glasses, furniture, or anything else). If the damage can             

not be replace or repair immediately it must be paid to the            

administration against invoice. 

  

11.Additional service will be charged at market value with special discount           

Cualquier. 

Is considered additional service: Daily clean of bedroom, special cooking,          

cloth washing, and others services that the administration consider. 

 

12.HHF could be able of throw the hostess of the house in the event that a                

disturb or an annoying situation for the community or the Foundation is            

registered. This action will be treated directly with the hostess or, in the             

eventually that is a group, will be treated with the person in charge of              

the group. 

 

IMPORTANT 

The guest house of Huilo Huilo Foundation is not an Hotel; The Foundation             

maintain this house to lodging the people who come to make actions that             

benefits the community. 

Huilo Huilo Foundation makes a great efforts to take care of his guest, with              

nice and comfortable spaces. We only expect from the hosted order, clean,            

respect for the other hosted and common sense. 

 

 



 

 

I (full name) read this document and agreed with all the coexistence 

rules of Huilo Huilo Foundation  

 

  

______________________________ 

sign 
 


